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Learning transfer
The challenge of learning is not to have an excellent
training session; that’s a given. The challenge is ensuring that learning is transferred to the workplace and
results in Business Impact. Typical transfer levels are
only between 12—20% (Mc Kinsey). So, many training
initiatives are wasted.
In all our capability initiatives, we focus on effective
methods of increasing the learning transfer.
These include methods such as:
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our target is 40-50% transfer rates for this
system-based approach.
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The 3-S SYSTeM

Return on Investment ROI
We measure business impact through two methods:

Stakeholder
Assessment
Involves 360° surveys, completion, activity and satisfaction level reviews from key stakeholders.

Business
Metrics
Involves a range of methods to assess impact to the
business singularly with the implementation of the
leadership System. The tools range from simple measurements through to sophisticated business analytics.
We use an adapted ﬁve-level system based on the proven ‘roI Methodology’ from the roI Institute in the USA.
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The LMS backbone
Leadership Management System
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leadership Tools

learning Content & Support

Tracking Individual Progress

Your Company related Info
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our team supports individuals through
the learning journey from ‘start to ﬁnish’
and the lMS is the ‘Single Point of Contact’ for this.

40+

lMS
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Providing workplace support

Insights/feedback tool
360° Muli-rater tool
video Conferencing
Tracking progress tools
Business Impact/ roI monitor
group coaching
Comparision Tools
Blog/forum
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The leadership Management System, is
a specially designed, cloud based tool that
helps leaders perform better in the workplace. It supports them in all their developmental activities with the 70-20-10 learning formula.
The lMS is the backbone of the leadership System that ensures a high level of
learning transfer.
It does this through:

ToolS

Guiding principles
To design an effective, world class leadership System, we have created a few principles to guide us:
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80:20 Rule

Business Impact

Support Leaders

Technology

We focus on the 20%
‘best – in – class’, that
will really make the
difference; and focus
on that

All interventions are
guided by results, using
the 6d’s methodology

We support the
cohort ‘all-the-way’
through the transition
process of ‘support
and challenge’

drives the process
— we use a fully
featured lMS to
evaluate, track,
measure & support

Provide the tools for
leaders
To enable them do the
job right (i.e. job aids etc.)
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Our Unique Value-Adds
1

6Ds Design System

We use a proven design
system (6ds) for a system
focused on creating
Business Impact

We support individual
leaders through all stages
of their program through
multiple touch - points
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Modular System

Modular System with
70+ moduls – so we can
Build the system, tailored
to your needs.
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2

Support
Individual
Leaders

Accelerated
Learning

Accelerated learning
through experiential design
the ‘heartMind WayTM’
process
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‘3S System’

The ‘3S system’ enhances effective transfer of learning to the
Workplace
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Learning
Transform
Platform

learning Transform Platform for Collaboration &
engagement with Peers
and faculty
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Track & Support

We track & support using our customized and
full - featured lMS as the
‘backbone’ of our System
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World class
‘Evidence-Based’
Leadership Content

World class ‘evience-based’
leadership content —
‘Solid’: tried & tested or
‘Trending’: latest research

System Roadmap
leAderShIP WorKShoP #2
(2 days)
Periodic ‘need based’
This is a 6-12 month journey for each cohort of leaders (uptraining sessions
ward of 6 to 18 leaders). The group is peer-supporting, guided
and backed up by a facilitator and the lMS support.
Targeted Projects
on-going support for cohorts through coaching, challenge
management and success sharing

Group Support System
Personal Development Plan

Learning Activities
Online Personal Leadership Plan
leAderShIP WorKShoP #1
(3 days)
Personal Development Plan
Pre-work & Psychometrics
Onboarding of Cohorts
Assessment/Development Centre
(optional) System
Leadership Needs
Validation Survey
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The Process
We follow a four Phase engagement
model with 7-Step distinct steps that involves all stakeholders in the project from
anything from 6 months to over 2 years of
support for the leadership group.

Phase 1
Pre-Prep

Phase 1
Project Initiation

Phase 1
Engagement Start

Phase 2
Engagement Flow

Time:
2 months prior to
Zero day

Time:
1 months prior to
Zero day

Time:
Zero day - Month 2

Time:
Month 3 - 5

Phase 4
On-going Support

Phase 3
Closure Stage

Phase 3
Final Stage

Time:
Month 9 - 12+

Time:
Month 6 - 9

Time:
Month 12 - 24
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Distinct Steps

Learning topics
We provide over 70 leadership
topics. These are modular based
so we can customize learning
sessions exactly to participant/
business requirements.
Using the 80:20 principle,
we concentrate only on one
key concept that will make
the biggest difference back
in the workplace.
each topic is built on the current or latest evidence — based
techniques that are likely to
have the maximum impact.
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We focus on the two questions that need
to be answered after a training intervention:

Can I?
‘Can I’ — our modules are carefully
designed using ‘best practice’ content
curated over many years to ensure
when participants walk out the door,
they have crystal clarity on how they
apply the concept back at work. Sessions are fun, experiential and practical.

Will I?
‘Will I’ — After good intentions fade,
we require a system to support
individuals in any type of change. We
use the 3-step — 3S System — Self,
Social & Structural — to build a strong
implementation methodology in the
workplace. our lMS tracks and engages facilitators and provides peer
support for each individual.
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leadership Competencies

Personal Change
Managing You

receiving feedback

Personal values & Beliefs

enhancing Personal Credibility

Self

Self

learning Agility

Self

Work-life Convergence

Self

Self

Spiritual Intelligence
for leaders

Managing Stress

360 degree Assessments

how to Think effectively
Creating a leadership Persona

Managing your Well Being

Know your Personality

emotional resilience

getting Things done

Strength finder

executive Presence
how the Brain Works

Critical Thinking
Behavioral Styles

Self Insights for leaders

emotional Intelligence

Being Creative

Workplace Coaching skills

Thinking on Your feet

Building Conﬁdence

engagement Managing subordinates

Cross Culture dynamics

engagement Managing Peers & Bosses

Mentoring others

Presentation skills

Cross Cultural Intelligence

Managing Conﬂict

Collaboration Across
the Matrix
Story Telling

Assertiveness Skills for leaders

Inﬂuence

listening & questioning skills

Building Trust & Collaboration

Connecting with others &
networking

Coaching others

Managing Ambiguity

Building Successful Teams
Business Acumen

Interpreting others
(Social Pragmatics)

diversity & Inclusion

networking Skills

getting others on Board

Difﬁcult Conversations

Women as leaders

dealing with Crisis
driving change

Strategic Thinking

BUSIneSS

Business Acumen &
organisational Alignment

BUSIneSS

BUSIneSS

Managing Performance getting Work done

negotiation Credibility

engage & Inspire

Systems Thinking &
Contextual Intelligence

Managing the ecosystem

Creating Customer Impact

Managing the Business Cross Culturally

oTherS

Situational leadership

Managing vision & Purpose

Action learning Workouts

BUSIneSS

oTherS

oTherS

Motivating others

oTherS

delegation

Interpersonal Savvy

operating with
a global Perspective

fostering Innovation

BUSIneSS

Building Team and
Personal Accountability

oTherS

Self & Time Management

leadership Simulations

Accountability

Behavioral Interviewing
Managing in the Matrix
Change Management
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Problem Solving and
decision Making

organisational Savvy

leadership Challenge

Holistic
contact: Shreya rai
email: Shreya@hts-india.com
call: +91 11 4100 1483
+91 81 3010 0331

